PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
FX trading: workflow implementation and product deployment

Traders need platforms that offer optimal transparency, maintain
equal access to liquidity and improve their efficiency. They also
need post-trade solutions that are supported by industry experts.
The Refinitiv® FX Trading Post-Trade Implementation service
package is designed to provide comprehensive support for
requirements of the entire FX ecosystem. Our services handle all
implementation needs, including requirement analysis, design,
proof of concept, technical and functional set-up, documentation
and handover.

About Professional Services
Professional Services is a global in-house team of business and
technical consultants, engineers and project managers who deliver
human and technical expertise to help you maximise the value of
Refinitiv products and services.
Our group have a deep knowledge and understanding of Refinitiv’s
data and our clients’ infrastructure. This enables us to support your
workflow needs. Professional Services packages aim to reduce
the effort, timelines and costs for you from the start of service
subscription to adoption.
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Service package overview
FX Trading is the integration of all the best FX capabilities available
from Refinitiv into a single FX transactions platform – including
Refinitiv® FXall. The Professional Services team have deep
knowledge of our post-trade products, from FXT adaptors and
Refinitiv® Trade Notification to Refinitiv® Deal Tracker® Suite. We
work to understand your complex FX workflow and STP needs and
deliver a range of supporting services that allow you to operate
effectively in the ever-changing FX market.
Understanding your workflow needs: Our team of consultants
begin by analysing your environment, gaining a clear understanding
of your requirements, which helps in providing the necessary
insight and recommendations to cover existing gaps and achieve
straight-through processing (STP).
Project management: Our team will ensure that the corresponding
post-trade components work with the new FXT platform, while our
consultants deploy and support the testing of all Refinitiv posttrade components involved, including the respective workflows.
Proven methods of post-trade implementation: We provide
installation, configuration and upgrade support for key adaptors,
FX Trading desktops and other Refinitiv post-trade services. This
also includes resourcing assistance to absorb workload overages
and reduce risk.

Refinitiv

Refinitiv, an LSEG (London Stock Exchange Group) business, is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure. With $6.25 billion in revenue, over
40,000 customers and 400,000 end users across 190 countries, Refinitiv is powering participants across the global financial marketplace. We provide information, insights and
technology that enable customers to execute critical investing, trading and risk decisions with confidence. By combining a unique open platform with best-in-class data and expertise,
we connect people to choice and opportunity – driving performance, innovation and growth for our customers and partners.
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